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Company: Wood

Location: dubai

Category: other-general

You Will Also HaveDiploma or equivalent in design / drafting from a recognised institution

Mechanical design drafting experience in the mining and minerals processing field,

preferable Understanding of discipline technology and other discipline requirements Ability to

problem-solve effectively Effective analytical and numerical skills Excellent written and verbal

communication skills Competency in Microstation / Aecosim 2D and 3D Design tools

Ability to work to a time frame and deliver on budget A commitment to HSE Self-motivated with

the ability to work as part of a multidisciplinary team A desire to learn and developPlease note,

only applicants holding valid working rights in Australia will be considered.Benefits on joining

#TeamWoodWe are committed to creating an inspired culture with diversity and inclusion

permeating every corner of our global organisation. Wood provides a comprehensive,

flexible, competitive benefit program for our employees.Work in the heart of Perth CBD,

Access to free 24/7 state of the art Gym & end of trip facilities Wide range of benefits across

Financial Health, Career Support, Wellbeing and Flexible working arrangements Global

opportunities for career development, in addition to company supported education pathways

for your career growth. Access to diverse and attractive projects working on our global industries

most exciting developments, partnering closely with our clients on such developments.

Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion; we are an organisation actively committed to

diversity and inclusion across our business. Competitive renumeration package with regular

reviews to ensure we are rewarding at the right level in line with the market.
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